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 Discover ways to parent efficiently while teaching your kids responsibility and developing their
character.This parenting book shows you how to improve self-confident, motivated children who
are ready for real life.Establish healthful control through easy-to-implement actions without
anger, threats, nagging, or power struggles.
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I was a strong-willed kid, and I want my parents had used these principles with me.. This book is
a parenting game-changer. Certainly not every parenting method will work with every child or
temperament. They also have a section where they discuss how specific principles have been
misconstructed, misprepresented and taken out of context.This book is life changing. Easy to
relate with, and provided great parenting information and strategy.Personally i think like many
of the negative reviews didn't thoroughly read the parts they are worried about, or
misconstrued the good examples.The reasons why kids misbehave and just why our instinct
reactions as parents are often ineffective, is in the first half of the book and the next half is
filled up with common scenarios and the way to handle them. It provides some great ideas for
bringing up responsible children. An example is normally that the authors talk about the way
the "uh oh" music is for when a kid is misbehaving with regard to misbehaving -- NOT because
of a Want. I enjoyed the design of this book and the way in which where the authors wrote was
easy to relate to. If you aren't comfortable with a certain choice (such as giving away a pet),
then don't make that certain of the options you are offering, duh! Your pet example appears
to have many people up-in-arms, however in this example, the mother or father didn't
permanently give away the pet as people condition, they temporarily gave the dog to a
family friend, telling the child they had 3 times to decide if the pet could come back home. Lots
of fluff. It certainly doesn't say the mother or father didn't or shouldn't feed the pet (without
telling the kid). No one is certainly that heartless, and it doesn't serve a purpose. Also, the
authors frequently list out precautions making use of their advice, since a lot of people may
misuse these techniques (as can occur with any parenting technique). I can state, though, that
I was a very strong willed kid myself, and when my parents had utilized these procedures, our
house could have been much more peaceful, relationships improved, and I most likely wouldn't
have made a few of the poor options as a mature teen that I did so. I experience like those
who were concerned merely didn't read those extra words of wisdom. You can certainly put
into action them in various manners than the authors suggest, predicated on your own child
and everything you feel is right as a mother or father. They emphasize a want (vs a want) must
be met, and I believe some parents were too quick to utilize the "uh oh" song instead of
meeting a want of the child. Parenting can be extremely difficult at times and reading this book
actually helped me open my mind and center to consider more strategies for raising my
children. Now that I understand what they were referring to, I could tell you there's none of this
in the reserve.Another amazing book that I recommend is "Loving OUR CHILDREN on Purpose"
by Danny Silk. It really is quite compatible with the Appreciate and Logic principles, but
emphasizes the importance of creating a relationship with our children. Brilliant To begin with,
the reviews complaining about how harsh the results are, probably didn't browse the whole
book. The book does not advocate for starving canines and locking kids in rooms. Works I’m
not really a religious person so I need to ignore that BS but the rest has produced a real
positive difference I’m lost Have to read this Excellent book! I'm an improved parent and my
kids are better children due to the methods I've learned. I've personally seen these principles
used with great success in children of relatives and buddies members. Feel free to hate the
approach but for heavens sake foundation that opinion on details instead of misinformation. It
really is mild, loving and effective. It's all about how you as a grown-up react to your child's
behavior. The authors construct general parenting principles, and then offer good examples of
how exactly to implement these principles.The book is easy to follow and will be a reference for
me a long time from now. I was a very strong willed child and I wish my parents had utilized this
process on me. Also, they did not starve your pet as everyone seems to think, they did let the



child know these were abusing your pet by not really feeding it. Not what I was expecting at
all. I'd definitely buy this reserve again and I recommend it to any parents looking to become
better at the most important job on the planet. This book is rich with fluff parts and I couldn't
get past the 2nd chapter. If you prefer a parenting publication that tells you one thousand
stories about poor kids this is for you! (also was not expecting any Bible verses. This didn't
bother me, nonetheless it might bother some) This is a completely unrealistic approach I
actually went into this book with high expectations that it could help me reevaluate my
parenting approach. That’s all you need to learn. Parenting is most difficult when teaching
societal norms along with protecting your kids from circumstances that don't grant a second
chance. I feel such as this book completely overlooks the real stuff. Personally, i haven't had a
chance to utilize this with my boy, as he is still a baby, but I'm trying to be prepared! This book
was recommended to me by way of a friend who works in child therapy. It is full of useful
methods and is a great read for any parent. Also, I noticed not even the slightest hint of any
"attachment theory" in this reserve -- I hadn't also heard of this until I read some of the
evaluations. The authors state that the mother or father should only present two choices that
the mother or father is comfortable with. I was very excited to get this book and equally
disappointed when I actually received it. Must read This is essential read if you have children
Foster Cline Sucks Google the Evergreen Middle. But I have a difficult time relying so greatly on
natural effects when in many cases there aren't any, and in others the consequence is
unacceptable. There exists a context to these scenarios and the reviewers are completely
missing the overall point. I loved this book. Provides totally new perspective on parenting and
increasing children to be responsible adults. I’ve suggested it to all my friends with kids! Great
book to add to my parenting toolkit! This book was an excellent read to greatly help me with
my 4 year old! I must say i liked most of the ideas and have used them with achievement. I
originally purchased it as it’s a book utilized by teachers at my son’s school, and I wanted to
learn their perspective on discipline in the classroom. It has some great ideas for mentioning
responsible children We am a grandparent spending a lot of time with my little grandson.
Parenting Lots of helpful life guidelines These are EXAMPLES, people! I wish I'd have had this
publication when my boys were little.
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